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Abstract. Multi-layered systems with alternated layers of different materials (laminates) with
thickness of the order of tens nanometers are widely used in modern technologies, e.g., as x-ray
mirrors. It is important to study effect of the x-ray free electron lasers on such targets. Highenergy photons penetrate deeply into material with an attenuation depth much larger than the
thickness of a single layer of a laminate. Modern hard x-rays lasers may be focused to tiny focal
spots in the direction approaching diffraction limit: record today is ≈ 50 nm; ∼ 1 µm diameters
are now rather easily achieved. These lasers may be used for machining of laminates. We show
that thermal evolution of illuminated laminates depends on not only photon absorption in the
individual materials, but also on fast redistribution of absorbed energy within a nonequilibrium
stage connected with electron–ion relaxation (two-temperature stage) between hot electrons
heated by absorption and much colder ions. Because of the high heat conductivity of metal
layers, especially at the two-temperature stage, energy redistribution must be considered with
taking into account the energy transfer from electrons to ions with different electron–ion coupling
parameters α for different metals. Thus, a higher energy can be localized in a material with
higher α rather than in a material with higher photon absorption coefficient.

1. Introduction
The layered structures are used in different applications, in particular as the x-ray mirrors for
extreme ultraviolet and soft x-rays. Their wavelengths are from few to tens nanometers. These
mirrors are layered systems with thickness of a layer of the order of the wavelength of radiation
that should be reflected. Damage or lithographic processing of the layered mirrors by a pulse of
hard x-rays is considered in this paper.
We study action of very short pulse with duration ∼ 10 fs produced at XFELs (x-ray free
electron lasers) such as RIKEN SACLA [1] or DESY [2]. In the case of an ultrashort pulse the
two-temperature (2T) stage becomes important; there is large temperature difference between
electrons and ions at this stage. There is significant redistribution of absorbed energy between
layers of two different metals at the 2T stage.
At the 2T stage the high metallic thermal conductivity κ becomes even more high [3–6];
for gold κ2T may achieve values of few 103 WK −1 m −1 [4] while κ1T ≈ 300 WK −1 m −1 for
solid Au. Thermal diffusivity χ is from a few times to order of magnitude times larger than its
one-temperature (1T) value χ1T equal χ1T ≈ 1 cm 2 /s for typical metals. Therefore, thermal

Figure 1. Structure of our 5-layered target deposited onto thick silicon substrate.
energy is quickly transported outside from a hot layer with high absorption coefficient (= shorter
attenuation depth). The hot layers at the end of the 10 fs absorption stage are the gold layers
in figure 1. Gold has more electrons per atom and deeper electron shells than Cr therefore Au
better absorbs hard photons.
High values of κ2T and χ2T are responsible for supersonic propagation of an electron thermal
wave during a time interval approximately corresponding to the 2T stage [3,7,8]; see also figure 1
in [9] where (i) the short stage of supersonic propagation of heat, (ii) its transfer to subsonic
regime, and (iii) irradiation of acoustic wave at the transonic transition between supersonic
and subsonic expansion of heat are emphasized. Thus the compression wave starts not from a
vacuum boundary but from the rather deep penetrated edge of the thermal wave.
The situation is similar to the early mainly radiative expansion of light ball caused by atomic
explosion; shock only later separates and overruns the hot ball. In both cases the leading
position of supersonic thermal wave (photonic or electronic) is caused by high velocities of
the heat carriers (photons-speed of light or electrons-Fermi velocity) moving much faster than
ions. In this regime Knudsen number Kn≪ 1 is small (collisional case), thus this is diffusive
propagation and truly thermal wave (not a ballistic expansion of hot photons or electrons when
Kn ∼ 1 before the first collisions).
Electron thermal energy transported from Au layers into surrounding Cr layers in figure 1 is
mostly transferred to ionic subsystem of the metal with higher electron–ion coupling parameter
α; this is Cr. Thus conduction and coupling strongly redistribute absorbed energy between the
Au and Cr layers. The effect of preferable heating of ions in a contacting metal with higher
value of coupling parameter α was studied in paper [10]. The case of two layers one of Au and
other of Cu has been analyzed [10]. There was an Au layer 30 nm thick deposited onto bulk Cu.
Light comes to vacuum boundary of Au. Optical radiation is absorbed in a skin-layer of gold.
The skin is thinner than thickness of Au film. Thus almost all laser energy is initially deposited
into electron subsystem of Au. But high conduction in gold and fast electron–ion coupling in
Cu lead to melting beginning in Cu, not in the heated Au, although melting temperature of Cu
is slightly higher: 20 K difference, i.e. 1357 versus 1337 K.
Hard x-ray is weakly reflected from substance, with exception of grazing incidence.
Astrophysics telescopes mounted on satellites (for example XMM-Newton, Spektr-RG) are based
on low-angle reflection. Refractive index of gold is very close to unit: N = n + i k = (1 − δ) + i k,
δ = 5.15 × 10−5 , k = 5.67 × 10−6 (Henke tables), at photon energy 7.71 keV. Therefore the
reflection coefficient from a bulk target of gold is negligible for normal incidence:
R=
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The reflection coefficient increases on many orders with the help of multi-layered systems,
also called as laminates. Laminate with layer thickness a of the order of wavelength λrefl , which
is required to reflect, works like a 1D photon crystal. Let A and B a pair of materials in neighbor
layers. Reflection coefficients R for both A and B are very small and they are smooth functions
of wavelengths beyond the top energies of electron shells. Contrary, the resonances appear in
photon crystal, and a band structure on the length λ appears with them. The structure consists
of permitted bands and band-gaps. By adjusting the thickness a corresponding to the particular
refraction indices NA , NB , one can achieve the situation when the wavelength λrefl falls into a
band gap.

Figure 2. Spectrum of absorptance (Henke tables) [11]. The values of Datt (E) for the energy
E = 7.71 keV (this energy is marked by the vertical dashed line) are shown. Three curves relate
to three substances used in figure 1, see the legend in the upper left corner of the picture.
Then the wave with λrefl cannot penetrate into the multi-layered system. Its reflection
coefficient R(λrefl ) becomes of the order of 1: R(λrefl ) 6 1, i.e. it exceeds RA , RB for reflection
from the bulk targets of substance A or B.
The layered x-ray mirrors with thickness of a ∼ 10 nm are intended for soft x-ray with photon
energy of tens hundreds eV. The reflection coefficient from the bulk gold target is R = 0.004
(0.4%), δ = 0.1, k = 0.06 (Henke tables) for the wavelength of 13.9 nm with photon energy
of about 90 eV. The disadvantage of multi-layered mirror is in a specific λrefl for which it was
designed. For other wavelengths this mirror is not applicable.
Light with wavelength 13.5 nm from tin plasma is used for high spatial density EUV
lithography production of the most advanced integrated circuits [12, 13]. The focusing system
of lithographic machines consists of several mirrors. The problem of damage of multi-layered
mirrors by a hard irradiation arises. As was said above, there are possibilities to thermomechanically treat these mirrors by hard x-ray lasers.
In our work the effect of hard x-ray with photon energy ∼ 10 keV on a multi-layered system
with thickness of layer a = 50 nm is studied. Attenuation length Datt of such radiation is
much longer than the layer thickness a (Datt is of the order of microns). But the absorbtion
coefficients of the substances Au and Cr differ, figure 2. This is why the heating of electron
subsystems by absorbtion of external irradiation differs too. And the heating pulse is ultrashort
for free electron lasers such as SACLA (RIKEN x-ray Free Electron Laser “SACLA”) [1] and
DESY [2] having pulse duration τL of few or few tens of fs (femtoseconds). In such conditions the
redistribution of absorbed energy takes place between the layers. The redistribution proceeds
after finishing of the heating laser pulse. In particular the hottest layer after 2T relaxation may
have a lower coefficient of x-ray absorbtion.
Why is the 2T stage in a focus of our research? It is because the electron heat conductivity
κ2T ≈ κrt Te /Ti and temperature diffusivity χe are higher within this stage where Te ≫ Ti . Here
κrt is the electron heat conductivity at room temperature. The formula κ2T ∝ Te /Ti is applicable
if electron–electron collision frequency is lower than the electron–ion collision frequency [4, 6].

The value χe |2T = κ2T /ce is higher by 5–15 times than κrt /(ci + ce ) ≈ κrt /ci ∼ 1 cm2 /s, where
ci ≈ 3kB n,

ce = (π 2 /2)Z n kB (kB Te /EF )

are heat capacities of ions and electrons, respectively
ce /ci = (π 2 /6)Z(kB Te /EF ).
Here n is ion concentration, Z is number of conduction electrons per atom, EF is Fermi energy.
√
Heat propagates on distance χe teq ∼ 140 nm (χ = 10 cm2 /s , teq ∼ 2 ps) for a time of
the order of duration of 2T stage. In simulations presented below we perform calculations of
heat propagation on 2T and 1T stages until beginning of a stage of hydrodynamic decay and
fragmentation of the multi-layered target.
2. Problem setup
Let’s consider a five-layered system on a substrate from silicon. It consists of two layers of gold
alternating with three layers of chrome. Wherein two of the three chrome layers are external
to the five-layered coating of the substrate, and one chrome layer is in the middle plane of the
structure, see figure 1. The boundary chrome layer at the interface with silicon significantly
increases the adhesion of the structure to the substrate. This eliminates the delamination from
the substrate structure in contrast to a structure where a gold film is on a substrate (then
detachment from substrate is possible [14, 15]).
2T system of heat equations has the following form:
∂q
∂Te
∂(Ee /ρ)
=
− α(Te − Ti ) + P ;
q = −κ
;
(1)
∂t
∂x
∂x
∂(Ei /ρ)
ρ
= α (Te − Ti ).
(2)
∂t
The system of two separated energy balances for the electron (1) and the ion subsystems (2) is
obtained by splitting of the one-temperature (1T) heat equation [16]; see also 2T hydrodynamics
equations [17–20]. Here Ee , Ei are internal energy of electrons and ions per unit volume,
respectively, q is heat flux carried by electrons, the coefficient α determines the rate of energy
exchange between the electron and ion subsystems. Source term P associated with absorption
of the x-ray pulse provides the heating power of electron subsystem per unit of volume. The
function P (x, t) is homogeneous within the layers of one type in the calculations. It is given as a
Gaussian function ∝ exp(−t2 /τL2 ) with a width
√ τL = 10 fs; this is e-folding time measured from
the maximum, FWHM width is tFWHM = 2 log 2 τL . As we see the time origin is measured
from the top point of the Gaussian.
ρ

3. Characteristics of materials
3.1. Absorption of hard radiation
Attenuation depth Datt (E) of the radiation intensity as functions of the photon energy E are
shown in figure 2. The thermal calculations discussed below are based on assumption that the
ratio of bulk density of absorbed power in gold, chromium and silicon correlates as 100 : 43 : 3.5
respectively, which is inversely proportional to the Datt taken from figure 2. Two variants are
considered: one with a bulk power P = 1.37 × 1024 W/m3 of absorption in gold and the other
with a bulk power P = 2.42 × 1024 W/m3 . Power P is included as a heat source in the equation
(1). Bulk energy densities deposited in gold within 10 fs of x-ray action are 13.7 GPa and
24.2 GPa in these two cases.
The pulse duration of 10 fs is small compared to the time of electron–ion relaxation (of the
order of picoseconds for chrome, for gold this time is longer) and time of heat transfer from layer
to layer. Therefore, almost all absorbed energy is concentrated in the electron subsystems of

Figure 3. Band structure of gold 4f 14 5d 10 6s 1 and chrome 3d 5 4s 1 at their normal density of
19.3 and 7.19 g/cm 3 , respectively; 4f band of Au is not shown because it is located far away to
the left side relative to the frame of energies shown here. Electron densities of states (DoS) as
functions of the energy g(E) are shown; EF = µ(0) is the Fermi energy, µ(Te ) is the chemical
potential. Calculations of the DoS g(E; Te , ρ) for the fcc and bcc Au and Cr crystal lattices are
performed for a low electron temperature and the room temperature densities using the VASP
package [4,5,21,22]. The arrows above mark the left and right edges of the d-band for Cr. They
are below and above EF for Cr.
gold, chromium and silicon by the end of the pulse. Then the heat transfer and e-i relaxation
start.
Hard photon basically knocks out an electron from a deep shell, which is the nearest in
energy to the the photon energy, see figure 2. Thus, most of the energy is in the form of
potential energy of the deep holes, and less energy is converted into addition to kinetic energy of
motion of electrons in a conduction band. This situation exists short time. Further, for tens of
femtoseconds followed by Auger processes in which the potential energy of a hole decreases–hole
“rises up” on the energy axis—and new knocked-on fast electrons appear. Then a hole is closed–
all the absorbed energy is transferred into kinetic energy of the conduction band electrons. For
gold, this energy is about 1.4 eV/atom at the energy density of 13.7 GPa and 2.5 eV/atom at
heating to 24.2 GPa.
Electron energies came out rather great, the temperature Te is 10–20 kK after electronelectron relaxation. Under these conditions, the rate of electron-electron collisions is high, the
time between collisions is of the order of a few femtoseconds. Hence, the thermalization of the
electron subsystem in gold and chrome finishes long before the end of the e-i relaxation. This
justifies the use of 2T model (1), (2) from the very beginning.
Electron-hole pairs still can remain in silicon. But the influence of the silicon substrate on
the overall energy balance is insignificant because of the small energy absorbed there and the
relatively small (compared to the κ2T in metals) thermal conductivity.

Figure 4. Electron heat capacities as functions Te for gold, molybdenum and tungsten
according to [21, 24]. DoS g(E, Te = 0, ρrt ) are used for calculations, displacement of bands at
variation of Te is neglected. Approximating formula is given in the text. The value of 25 × 105
J/K/m 3 corresponds to the Dulong–Petit law 3kB at Pippard concentration n = 6 × 1022 cm 3 .
In the range 10–20 kK of Te the heat capacity ce becomes an order of an ion heat capacity.
3.2. Electron Spectra and Thermodynamics
Bands of conductivity in gold and chrome are presented in figure 3. Their Fermi energies counted
from a bottom of s-band, are equal 9.2 eV and 7.6 eV, respectively. The upper edge of the dband is located below the Fermi surface in gold. Density functional theory calculation (DFT)
using the VASP package [4, 5, 21, 22] underestimates the distance E2 to the top of the d-band:
the package gives 1.7 eV instead of experimentally established values of 2.3–2.5 eV [23]. The
chrome d-band is complex. It is split into parts above and below the Fermi energy EF , see figure
3, thus forming the pseudo-gap (the well in DoS) around Fermi level.
The simplest method is an approximate calculation of the electron energy from the oneparticle formula
Z ∞

g(ε) f ε, Te , µ(Te ) ε dε,
ε(Te , ρ) =
−∞

here g, f, µ are density of states, the Fermi distribution, and the chemical potential, respectively
[4, 5, 21, 22]. The chemical potential is determined from the normalization condition on the
number of electrons in the conduction band.
Double counting of the Coulomb energy of the electron-electron interaction is neglected in
such calculation [28]. Differentiation of energy gives the heat capacity ce . Electron heat capacity
as functions of temperature at the fixed normal density are shown in figure 4. Data are taken
from a site [21, 24]. Molybdenum and tungsten have a complicated d-band, similar to the
spectrum of chrome. We believe that the specific heat of chrome approximately corresponds to
ones in Mo and W. We can see that the heat capacity of the three metals in figure 4 is not much

Figure 5. Energy ε (the left axis) and pressure p (the right axis) in gold as functions of
the temperature T according to [25–27] and the corresponding linear approximations of those
functions, see discussion in the text.
different. On this basis, we build the general approximating curve ce (Te ):

−1
T1
T2
ce (TekK ) = C
,
+√
TekK
TekK

(3)

where C = 105 J/(K m 3 ), T1 = 0.034 kK, T2 = 0.14 kK 0.5 . Electron temperature Te should
be taken in kK units in the approximation (3), see the curve approx in figure 4.
Let us integrate the approximating curve (3), shown in figure 4. As a result, we obtain the
required energy dependence of electron energy on electron temperature εe (Te ):
p

 p
3/2
(4)
εe = A A1 TekK − A2 TekK + A3 TekK − B ln( B1 + TekK ) ,
TekK is Te in kK units, A = 0.1 GPa, A1 = 0.84, A2 = 1.73, A3 = 4.76, B = 0.2, B1 = 0.24.
As it is possible to check up, the logarithm in the formula (4) at our temperatures Te is small.
Therefore it is rejected thereafter.
Equating the expression (4) to energies 13.7 GPa and 24.2 GPa, transmitted to the electron
subsystem by x-ray pulse in the first and second variants, we find the maximum electron
temperature of 10 and 14.5 kK in gold in these cases. Taking into account that 43% of the
energy gets chrome, see section 3.1, we define the maximum electron temperature in the chrome
6 and 8.4 kK in these cases.

3.3. One-temperature thermodynamics and the ion contribution
The total energy is a sum of the electron and ion energies ε = εe + εi , where εe is from equation
(4). The ion energy of gold at isochore density in normal conditions ρrt is taken from a widerange equation of state [25–27]. 1T functions of internal energy and pressure on this isochore are
presented in figure 5. We see that out of a narrow melting region m, the above functions are well
described by the linear functions: εsol = 2.41 TkK , εliq = 1.31 TkK + 3.21, psol = 7.65 TkK − 2.1,
pliq = 2.934 TkK + 11.1 all in GPa.

Figure 6. Thermal conductivity of gold in 2T conditions. Let us consider the function
κ(Te , Ti = 0.3 kK). At a relatively small Te this coefficient increases with Te due to the partial
removal of degeneracy and the growth of electron heat capacity (figure 4), since the frequency
of s-i scattering does not change (temperature Ti is fixed), and the frequency of s-s and s-d
scattering is small. With the growth of Te frequencies νss , νsd increase. The maximum of κ
appears at the temperature Te , on which the sum of νss + νsd reaches νsi .
Melting on isochorus occurs under pressure, because the density is fixed. Temperature is
higher than the Tm |p=0 = 1.337 kK at the triple point while crossing the region between the
solidus and liquidus. Isochore ρrt = 19.3 g/cm 3 enters the melting region at 1.89 kK and
pressure p = 12.4 GPa and leaves into a pure melt at T = 2.057 kK and p = 9.16 GPa. Width
of intersection of the segment is 164 K on temperature and 4.5 GPa on pressure. The energy
per unit volume is changed from 4.489 to 5.927 GPa, i.e. by 1.44 GPa. We assume that all of
this energy is utilized in melting; i.e. the heating of solid-melt phase mixture is neglected. Then
the heat of melting along isochors ρrt is 1.44 GPa or 0.15 eV/atom or 14 kJ/mol as shown in
figure 5. The heat of melting for p = 0 is 12.6 kJ/mol from the reference book. If we straighten
dependence ε(T ) in figure 5 in the melting region, the effective heat capacity per atom will be
10.5kB . Heat capacity increase is due to the heat of melting.
The heat capacities of the solid and liquid phases equal 2.9 kB and 1.6 kB respectively, in
accordance with figure 5, and the Grüneisen parameters of these phases of gold are 3.17 and
2.24. A dependence of ε(T ) is necessary for thermal calculation with chrome. Both gold and
chrome are melted at considered here values of absorbed energies. Therefore, the dependence
εliq (T ) is required for chrome. The concentration of atoms of chrome under normal conditions
8.3 × 1022 cm −3 is significantly higher than 5.9 × 1022 cm −3 in gold. Assume that heat capacity
in the liquid chromium is approximately equal to 1.6 kB . Then, up to a constant, we have
εliq (T )|Cr = 1.84 TkK + 3 GPa. In the 2T thermal calculations we assume that the formulas
given in this section describe ion contribution to the energy εi (Ti ), which depends on the ion
temperature.

Figure 7. The thermal diffusivity χ(Te , Ti ) = κ(Te , Ti )/Ce (Te ).
3.4. Heat conductivity
We will calculate the thermal conductivity of gold by the following formulas. The Fermi energy
is EFkK = 107 in kK units (9.2 eV, see figure 3). Then we introduce the dimensionless electron
temperature normalized to the Fermi energy:
6TekK
,
t=
EFkK
where TekK —electron temperature in kK. Approximation of the electron contribution to the
thermal resistance has the form
S t
√ 0
,
Sse =
1 − S q t + S 1 t + S 2 t2
in units of [K m/W], S0 = 3.8 × 10−4 , Sq = 2, S1 = 1.4, S2 = 0.04.
The thermal conductivity associated with the scattering of the s-electron on ions (i—ion,
“s-i” or “si”), equal to
κsi |liq = 140

C(TekK ) w(TmkK )
,
C(TmkK ) w(TikK )

TmkK = 1.337 kK

in WK −1 m −1 .
There auxiliary functions are equal
1 + C1 t 2
,
C1 = 11.2,
C2 = 3.35,
1 + C2 t2.05
1 + w1 TikK /TckK
,
w(TikK ) = w0
1 + w2 TikK /TckK
where TikK is ion temperature in kK, TckK = 7.8 is critical temperature of gold in kK,
TmkK = 1.337 is melting point, w0 = 0.0043, w1 = 126, w2 = 0.86.
C(TekK ) = t

Figure 8. The initial part of 2T stage for heating by a “weak” x-ray pulse.
The final expression, which takes into account the scattering of s-electrons on the s- and
d-electrons and on ions, is
κ(TekK , TikK ) = (Sse + 1/κsi |liq )−1 .

(5)

Here the thermal conductivity coefficient is obtained in units of WK −1 m −1 . The corresponding
plots are shown in figure 6.
We find also the electron coefficient of temperature conductivity as
χ(TekK , TikK ) =

κ(TekK , TikK )
,
ce (TekK )

where ce is defined by the expression (3), and the χ is in m2 /s, figure 7 where χ is given in
cm2 /s.
Heat conductivity of chrome κCr is lower than the heat conductivity of gold κAu (5). It is
assumed that κCr = 0.6 κAu .
Cooling time of gold layer by thermal conduction is equal t ∼ d2f /χ ∼ 7 ps at χ = 3.5 cm 2 /s.
The acoustic time scale of expansion of the gold layer, clamped between layers of chrome, is
df /cs ≈ 16 ps. For chrome the similar time scale is about 11 ps.
The speed of expansion of the system of 5 layers, if we neglect the resistance of silicon with
a small acoustic impedance, is of the order of u = p ts /(ρAu df + ρCr 1.5 df ) = 800 m/s for p =
40 GPa, ts =30 ps. To expand matter twice with such speed the time 2.5 df /u ∼ 150 ps is
required.
3.5. Electron–ion energy exchange coefficient
We represent the coefficient of the electron–ion energy exchange in gold in the form of


3.6
TeV
4.3
17
αAu (Te ) = 10
0.2 +
3.5 + 0.9 T 4.1 .
Ka 1 + TeV
eV

(6)

Here the value of αAu is in units of WK −1 m −3 , and TeV —electron temperature in eV. Till now
discussions concerning value of αAu (6) continue.

Figure 9. The gradual completion of energy transfer stage by the thermal conductivity between
Au and Cr layers for the heating by a “weak” pulse. The general decrease in temperature Te
due to transmission the energy of the electrons to the ions. The arrow notes gradient jump ∇Te .

Figure 10. The final stage of the thermal relaxation for the heating by a “weak” pulse. Further
evolution of heat begins to be distorted due to the hydrodynamic expansion.
The variation of coefficient Ka within the range 1.15–4 covers uncertainty of αAu . The value
of Ka = 1.15 corresponds to a situation with a large growth of αAu at heating above ≈ 5 kk,
and at Ka = 4 growth of αAu with a temperature Te is considerably more moderate.

Figure 11. “Healing” of two hillocks on Te together with decrease Te for the heating by a
“strong” pulse.
The coefficient αCr is great in chrome. We assume that αCr = 3 × 1017 WK −1 m −3 . Silicon
is described by 1T approach in our model.
In particular the difference in coefficients α between gold and chrome is responsible for a fast
relaxation Te → Ti in chrome and slow one in gold. Due to this at the stage of e–i relaxation the
ion temperature of chrome rises faster than the ion temperature of gold. Although immediately
after 10 fs of x-ray pulse heating the electron temperature is above in gold.
4. The results for the evolution of the thermal field
The thermal evolution calculations were performed for two heating powers, weak and strong:
P = 1.37 × 1024 and 2.42 × 1024 W/m 3 . Figure 8 shows the initial stage of the process in a
layered target; Ka = 4. Calculations show that the heat transfer in the silicon substrate is small
at our time scale up to ∼ 100 ps. The silicon substrate absorbs a little heat and results in a little
effect on evolution. If we ignore the small cooling of Au–Cr 5 layer structure due to abutment
to the silicon, the temperature field is symmetrical about a median plane passing through the
center of the chrome layer in the middle of 5 layers.
Times 5 and 10 fs in figure 8 are attributed to the middle and end of the heating x-ray
pulse. Due to the non-linearity of the electron heat capacity (3), the electron temperature
grows not proportionally to the absorbed energy to a given time. The arrow in figure 8 marks
a kink (gradient jump) of continuous profile of temperature Te connected with a difference in
coefficients of heat conductivity of gold and chrome, see section 3.4. In the early stages (up
to about a picosecond) the gradient of Te is great, and time is short, and the the electron
heat conduction plays a main role in redistribution of energy. Under the influence of the heat
conduction a gap in the temperature Te in chrome layers is “healed’, compare the profiles at 10
and 300 fs in figure 8.
On subpicosecond stage the energy transfer from the electron subsystem to the ion subsystem
only begins to affect the ion temperature of gold and chrome, see the Ti (x, t = 300 fs) profile
in figure 8. Paradoxically, although the electron temperature is lower in chrome, the ion
temperature is higher in chrome! Alternating ion temperatures in gold and chrome are inverse

Figure 12. The weakening of gradient ∇Te and temperature relaxation for the heating by
a “strong” pulse. Two upper curves give Te , while the bottom deep blue and orange curves
correspond to Ti .
to the alternating electron temperatures.
The profiles shown in figure 9, through several picoseconds are transformed to profiles in
figure 10. The gradient of electron temperature is small, nevertheless the heat conductivity is
still acting. Acting, but in the opposite direction. The heat is carried by electron subsystem
from gold to chrome after primary heating of electrons of gold by 10 fs pulse, but now the heat
flux flowing from chrome to gold. The matter is that the ion temperature of chrome above, see
figure 10. The electron temperature Te has intermediate values between the ion temperatures Ti
in chrome and in gold. And Te is closer to Ti in chrome, as in chrome the exchange coefficient
α is larger, see subsection 3.5.
At the final stage the electrons take heat from the hotter ion subsystem of chrome, and by
conduction, transfer this heat to the cold ion subsystem of gold, see. figure 10. Of course, in a
static system, it eventually leads to equalization of ion temperatures of gold and chrome. But
the gradient is small, the coefficient κ is also rather small at small Te and equalization goes
slowly. Therefore in a dynamic situation the equalization process of Ti between Au and Cr has
no time to come to the end. It is caused by the expansion of the layers at times 30–50 ps. In
connection with this expansion we call the pattern shown in figure 10 as final one in relation to
the thermal evolution.
Let’s consider a situation with the increased input of x-ray energy in 5 layer system: power
heating P = 2.42 × 1024 W/m 3 , still Ka = 4, during 10 fs, see subsection 3.5. Initial and
average stages of the evolution of electron temperature (from 10 fs to 3 fs) are shown in figure
11. The time 10 fs refers to the end of the heating x-ray pulse, so the temperature Te in gold
has a maximum. It significantly exceeds the value Te at time 10 fs in the case of “weak” pulse,
compare figure 8: 14.6 kK against 10.1 kK.
Figure 11 shows how the electron temperature evolves under the effect of heat conduction
and energy transfer into the ions. As mentioned above, the thermal conductivity dominates at

Figure 13. Instant pressure distribution on times smaller than acoustic time scale for the
heating by a “strong” pulse. The symmetrical half of picture is shown. Pressure in gold is
higher, therefore it expands faster and compresses chrome. Furthermore, there is an expansion
associated with all layers.
the initial part, and in the final—the heating of ions by the term α (Te − Ti ) in the system of
equations (1) and (2). Heat conductivity mainly smoothes the originally angular profile of Te .
While the α term mainly reduces Te .
Figure 12 shows the final stage of evolution at which it is still possible to use a static model
(1) and (2) without taking into account hydrodynamics. There is a convergence of temperatures
Te and Ti . As mentioned above, there are two final stages in the static model. On the end of
first stage the gradient ∇Te falls and temperatures Te and Ti in chrome become equal. This is
due to the fact that at such values of Te the coefficient α (6) in chrome is several times greater
than in gold. On the end of second stage there is an equalization of temperatures of gold and
chrome. The first stage end is achieved at times several smaller the acoustic time scale on layer
thickness df = 50 nm. To wait for a second stage end a time is required, which is significantly
higher than the acoustic time.
Note that in the films, where there is no cooling of the surface layer due to heat transfer to the
target volume, then the initial temperature Te exceeds not strongly the final temperatures. This
is due to the fact that at our temperatures Te the electron heat capacity and the Dulong–Petit
heat capacity 3 kB are of the same order according to figure 4.
Figure 13 shows the distribution of pressure at the two times. The gold ion and electron
pressures are found at temperatures Ti and Te and equations pliq |i = 2.934 TkK |i + 11.1 are from
the section 3.3 and (4).
In conversion of energy εe (4) to electron pressure pe we put the electron Grüneisen parameter
Γe equal to one [29]. Pressure in chrome is calculated as follows. First, we determine the energy
of the ion subsystem εliq (T )|Cr |i = 1.84 TkK |i + 3, see 3.3. Ion contribution to chrome pressure is
calculated by this energy and with the unusually small chrome Grüneisen parameter of Γi = 0.9,
see [30]. Electron pressure is found from the electron energy in chrome and electron Grüneisen
parameter of chrome Γe ≈ 1. Resulting pressure distributions are shown in figure 13.

5. Conclusion
The thermal history of a multi-layered system heated by hard x-ray pulse is studied. We
demonstrated that the nontrivial distribution of temperature and pressure in the layers is formed
due to the difference in absorption coefficients of the materials of layers and their characteristics
at a two-temperature stage. As a result the expansion occurs non-uniformly, where the layer
with a high pressure expands stronger squeezing the neighbor layers with less pressure.
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